Characterization of aqueous two-phase partition systems by distribution analysis of radiolabeled analytes (DARA): application to process definition and control in biorecovery.
In this article, we describe a characterization method applicable to aqueous two-phase systems (ATPS) heavily loaded with complex biological feed-stocks. We also studied the partition behavior of mixtures of traceable and quantifiable radiolabeled amino acids, selected on the basis of their relative hydrophobicity A unique linear relation was established between the tie-line length (TLL: commonly determined by graphical methods) and the hydrophobic factor (HF) for ATPS comprising potassium phosphate and PEG alone, and validated for polymer molecular weights from 300 to 8000 Da in systems operated at an apparent pH value of 7.5. Radiolabeled amino acids were subsequently applied to the characterization of ATPS loaded with whole bovine blood by the determination of effective tie-line lengths (TLL(e)). The addition of biomass to ATPS increased TLL(e) relative to that of blank ATPS of equivalent original composition of PEG and phosphate. In addition, an increase of biomass loading (variously sourced from blood, yeast, and E. coli) contributed to phase formation and stabilization of loaded ATPS in respect of system sensitivity toward operational conditions. The controlled application of sensitive ATPS (adjacent to the binodal curve) could thus be reconsidered for further application of aqueous two-phase partitioning as a primary purification process. The application of effective tie-line determinations by distribution analysis of radiolabeled analytes (DARA) as a process-aid in the design and operation of ATPS in biorecovery is discussed.